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A staff-on-duty at the Kidney Transplant Office, Department of Urology, Shandong 

Province Qianfoshan Hospital  
 

Date: April 7,2016 (+86+531_89238518) : 

We do a lot of kidney transplants. I don’t know the exact number of the transplants we’ve done this year. 

Anyway, we do a lot. We’ve been doing this all the time. 

 

Summary: 

We do lots of kidney transplants. We do more than 100 cases per year. This year we’ve done more than 30 

cases. Our Director is Men Tongyi. 

Snippets of phone call recording: 

Investigator: Is this the Shandong Province Qianfoshan Hospital? 

Doctor: May I have your name, please? 

Investigator: Ah, I’m from Dezhou. My hometown is Dezhou. … I have a relative who wants to do kidney 
transplant. May I ask if it’s still possible to get it done here? 

Doctor: Well, what is his situation? 

Investigator: Oh, he had chronic nephritis for a long time. Then it caused heart failure, oh no, renal failure. 
After renal failure, he has been doing dialysis since some time last year. … 

Doctor: How old is he? … 

Investigator: … Forty-eight or forty-nine. … 

Doctor: Can someone give him a kidney? 

Investigator: …No, no…. 

Doctor: Oh, then he has to wait. 

Investigator: We have to go to different hospitals to see which one does the most. Then we’ll queue up in that 
hospital. … 
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Doctor: Um, what about the patient? Let him come over. We’ll see his condition and then decide what to do. 
… It’s not you who checks on the patient’s condition or decides if it’s suitable. This can’t be explained in one 
sentence. 

Investigator: … May I ask if you’ve done many (kidney transplants) this year? 

Doctor: Um, we’ve done many, a lot. … Each year we do more than 100 kidney transplants. 

Investigator: More than 100 cases per year? 

Doctor: Yes. 

Investigator: What about this year? You’ve done dozens of (kidney transplants) this year? 

Doctor: We’ve done many this year, about twenty to thirty cases. 

Investigator: Oh, more than thirty cases? 

Doctor: Un. … Please be brief. I’m busy here. … Are you from Hong Kong or Dezhou, or anywhere else?  … You 
listen to me first. You bring him here, and we’ll check his condition. … Um, so, um 

Investigator: … We just want to know if you do more (kidney transplants) than other hospitals? … 

Doctor: We do many. 

Investigator: You do many. Then how many cases have you done this year, as you mentioned just now? 

Doctor: Yes, we’ve done a lot. You don't need to know the exact number. 

Investigator: Oh, as you said, you’ve done more than thirty cases this year?  

Doctor: Um, anyway we do a lot. There’s no need to say the specific number. 

… We have someone to count this number, because I am not... I can't estimate this, but we are sure to have 
done a lot. 

Investigator: Roughly, how many cases can you do per year? 

Doctor: You can come and consult, okay? … Reporters are also saying 

… While you may come to take a look if you want. You may also ask around if you have other concerns. Ah, 

okay, come here first, let me tell you about this in detail. This is the phone on duty. ... I'll explain this to you, 

okay? ...I'm just telling you we've done a lot (a year), this thing. 

 


